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Abstract-- In this paper, we investigate he following discrete periodic Lotka-Volterra system with 
delays: 
x (n+l )  =x(n)  exp b(n)-Eai (n)x(n-~)-  Ecj(n) y(n-£J) , 
i=I j= l  
y(~+l)=y(~)exp ~(~) -~(~)~(~-k~) - -  ~j(n)y(~--~j) . 
i=1 j= l  
The sufficient and realistic onditions are obtained for the existence of positive periodic solutions and 
the permanence for the above system. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Per iod ic i ty ,  Discrete Lotka-Volterra system, Positive periodic solutions, Permanence• 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall investigate the following periodic: 
i=1 j= l  
y(n+l )=y(n)exp  , (n ) -Ed i (n )x (n -k i ) -Ee j (n )y (n -s j )  , 
i=1 j= l  
where b(n), r(n), a{(n), cj(n), di(n), and ej(n) are all positive T-periodic sequences• 
We shall consider the solutions of (1.1) with initial condition 
x(--s)>_O, for s = 0 ,1 , . . .  max  {~-i, g j} ,  
' i= l , . . ,q  
j=l,...,m 
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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the existence of positive periodic solutions and the 
permanence of the discrete system (I.I). 
We say that system (i.I) is permanent if there exists a compact  set D E 0R~_ such that any 
solution of (I.i) with (1.2) will ultimately stay in D. 
In the literature, there is much research about the periodic differential systems, see, for exam- 
ple, [1-4]. But  there is very little about the discrete Lotka-Volterra systems, see [5]. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we shall give a sufficient condition for the existence of positive 
periodic solutions of (I.I). In Section 3, we shall prove that equation (I.I) is permanent. 
2. EX ISTENCE OF  A POSIT IVE  PER IODIC  SOLUTION 
In this section, we shall use Mawhin's continuation theorem of coincidence degree theory to 
investigate the existence of at least one positive periodic solution of (1.1). 
Let X and Z be real Banach spaces. Let L : Z D dora L --* Z be a Fredholm map of index 
zero and P : X --+ X, Q : Z -~ Z continuous projectors uch that ImP =kerL ,  kerQ = ImL, 
and X =kerL  ® kerP, Z = ImL O ImQ. Denote by ]K~, : ImL  ~ kerP N domL the generalized 
inverse (to L) and by J : Im Q ~ ker L an isomorphism of Im Q on to ker L. 
For the sake of convenience, we introduce Mawhin's continuation theorem as follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. (See [6].) Let 12 be an open bounded set and N : X -* Z be a continuous operator 
which is L-compact on ~ (i.e., QN : ~) ~ Z and K~(lr - P)N : ~ ~ Z are compact). Assume that 
(a) for each A E (0, 1), every solution x o fLx  = ANx is such that x ¢ Of~; 
(b) QNx 7~ 0 for each x E ker Z N Of~; 
(c) the Brouwer degree deg(JlQN, f~ N kerL, 0) # 0. 
Then the operator equation Lx = Nx has at least one solution in dom L n ~. 
Before we prove our main result, we need the following notations. 
NOTATION 1. Set 
-di = max ai (n) , -di : max di (n) ~j= max cj(n) g j= max .(n), 
0<n<T- i  0<n<T- i  ' 0<n<T- i  ' 0<n<T- i  e3 
_ai= min ai(n),  d i= rain di(n),  _%= min cj(n), e_j= rain ej(n) 
0<n<T- i  -- 0<n<T- i  0<n<T- i  0<n<T- i  ' 
for i = 1 , . . . ,q  and j= l , . . . ,m,  
g= max {g~), d= max {di},  c= max {~j), g= max {gj), 
l< i<q l< i<q l< j~m l~ j<m 
a= max{_ai}, d= min {di} , c= rain {_cj}, e= min {e~}, 
-- l<_i<q -- l<i<_q -- l< j<rn  -- l< j<rn  --" 
b= max b(n), ~= max r(n) ,  b= min b(n), and r= min r (n) .  
0<n<T-1  0<n<T-1  - 0<n<T-1  - 0<n<T-1  
NOTAT ION 2.  Set 
T-1  
U = ~ e ~(~), 
n=0 
T--1 
c j  = cj (n), 
r~=0 
T -1  
V = ~ e v(~), 
n=0 
T -1  
Ej = ~e j (n ) ,  
n~0 
T -1  
B = ~ b(n) and 
n=0 
Next, we need to make the following preparations. 
T- I  T - I  
A~ -- ~ ai (n), Di -= ~ d~ (n) , 
n=0 r~=0 
fo r i= l , . . . ,q  and j= l , . . . , rn ,  
T-1  
R= ~-~ r(n) .  
n=O 
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Let 
Define 
I I z I I=max~ max I~(~)I ma~ 
LO<n<T- I  ~ O<n<T-1  
Then (Z, N" If) is a Banaeh space. 
Consider an abstract equation in the Banaeh space Z: 
]~:Z={z(n)=(u(n),v(n))T,z(n+T)=z(n)}. 
Iv (~)I}. 
Lz  = ANz. 
Define P and Q as follows: 
- E u(n) 
~z = Qz  = 
T-1  
n=0 
Now, we give the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that 
> 0 and E - >0,  
/=1 j=l j=l 
q rn q 
i :1  j= l  i=1 
and 
m q 
i= l  j= l  j= l  i=1  
Then equations (1.1) and (1.2) have at least one positive T-periodic solution. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2) are positive for n > O. 
introduce a change of variables by the following formulas: 
x (n) : e u(n) and y (n) : e ~(n), 
and derive that u(n) and v(n) satisfy the following equations: 
q m 
Au (n) : b (n) - E a{ (n) e ~(n-r{) - Ec i  (n) e v(n-tj), 
i=1 j= l  
q m 
Av (n) = r (n) -- E di (n) e ~(n-k') - E ej (n) e "(n-sD. 
i=1 j= l  
Set 
where 
(Au (n)) ~z : ZXz (~) = ~v (~) and (~ (~)) Nz(~):  Nv(~) ' 
Nu(n) ---- b(n) - Ea{  (n)e ~(n-~O - e i (n)e v(n-g¢) 





So~ we can  
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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and 
q m 
Nv (n) = r (n) - E di (n) e u(n-kd - E ej (n) e v(n-sj). 
i=1 j= l  
Then L is a Fredholm mapping of index 0, N is L-compact on ~ with every ft open and bounded 
in Z. 
Suppose that z = z(n) = (u(n), v(n)) T • Z is a solution of (2.1) for a certain A • (0, 1). Then, 
we have 
Au (n) = A b (n) - ai (n) e ~(n-r') - cj (n) e v(n-t~) , 
/=1 "= 
(2.7) 
t,~ (n) = ~ ~ (~) _ Ze~ (n)e~(~-~') - ~5  (~)e ~(° -~ • 
/=1 j= l  







b(n) - a~ (n) e u(n-n) - E cj (n) e v(n-g~) --= 0, 
i=1  j= l  
] (n) -- E di (n)e ~(n-kd - E ej (n)e v(n-s~) = O. 
i=1 j= l  
(2.8) 
From (2.7) and (2.8), we have 
] ~"~.lAu(n)[<_ ~'~b(n)+ ~-~ a/(n)eU(~-~-d +Ecj(n)e~(n-g~) <_2Eb(n)=:M1,  
n=O n=O n=O j= l n=O 
i.e., 
Similarly, we have 
T-1  
I~  (n)[ ~ M1. (2.9) 
rt=0 
T- I  T-1 
E lAY (n)] -< 2 Er (n )  =: M2. (2.10) 
n=0 n=0 
It follows fi'om (2.8) that there exist il e {1, . . . ,  q}, J l  e {1, . . . ,  m}, nl,  n2 • [0,T - 1], and a 
constant M3 which only depend on M1 such that u(nl -'r/1) < M3 and v(n2 -f'Jl) < M3. Denote 
nl - T~ 1 = nl r + piT, n2 -gJl = n2' + p2T, nl ', n2 r • [0, T - 1], where Pl and P2 are both integers. 
Then u(nl') < M~ and v(n2') < 21//3. 
By (2.9) and the above, we have 
T-1  
(n) ~ ~ (nl') + ~ ILX~ (n)l < M3 + M1 =: M4. (2.11) 
n=0 
Similarly, we have 
T-1  
v (n) < v (n2') + E lAy (n)] < M3 + M2 =: Ms. (2.12) 
n=0 
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Again, from (2.8), we have 
and 
q 
B < U E-g~ + V ~j, 
i=1  j= l  
R >_ U ~F d_~ + V ej 
i=1  j= l  
q 
B>U~a_~+V c_j, 
i=1  j= l  
q m 
i=1 j= l  
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where B, R, U, V, ai, cj, d~, _ej, ai, _cj, di, and gj are all defined as those in Notations 1 and 2. 
Then, from (2.13) and (2.2), we have 
i=1  j= l  j= i  
From (2.14) and (2.3), we have 
i=1  j= l  i=1  
Hence, there exist i2 E {1, . . . ,  q}, J2 E {1, . . . ,  m}, n3, n4 E [0, T - 1], a constant Ms which only 
depends on M6 and a constant M9 which only depends on M7 such that u(na -~-i~) > -Ms  and 
v(n4 - gJ2) > -Mg.  Denote nn - 7i~ = ha' + paT, n4 - Zj2 = n4' + p4T, ha', n4' E [0, T - 1], 
where P3 and P4 are both integers. Then 
u (ha') > -Ms  
By (2.15), (2.9), and (2.10), we have 
T-1  
and 
and v (n4') > -21//9. (2.15) 
IA~ (~)I > -- (Ms + M~) =: M~0 (2.16) 
Prom (2.11), (2.12), (2.16), and (2.17) we have 
[]zl[ < max{M4, M5,Mlo, Mn} =: M12. 
Obvious ly ,  M l l  is independent of X and z(n). From the definition, kerL = {(hi, h2) : hi and h2 
are both constants}. For any z E ker L, QHz = 0 is equivalent to the following equations: 
T--1 T -1  q T -1  m 
E E  In/ehl- E 
n=0 n~0 i=1 n=0 
T--1 T--1 q T--1 
E Ed (n/ehl- E 
n=O n=0 i=i n=O 
By (2.4), (2.18) has the unique solution (hi, h2). 
cj (n) e h~ = 0, 
j= l  
~ej  (~) e h= = 0. 
j= l  
Now, let M = max{Mi2, Ihll, Ih21} and fl = {z E 25 : IIz[I < M}. It is clear that fl verifies 
Requirement (a) of Lemma 2.1. It is easy to show that f~ verifies Requirement (b) of Lemma 2.1 
and deg{JQH,' n ker IL, {~} ¢ 0. Hence, (2.6) has at least one T-periodic solution. Through the 
medium of (2.5), we easily see that (1.1) and (1.2) have at least one positive T-periodic solution. 
This completes the proof. | 
(2.18) 
T-1  
v (n) > v (ha') -- E IAv (n)] > - (M9 + M2) =: Ml l .  (2.17) 
n=0 
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3. PERMANENCE 
We first establish a lemma which will be used for proving the main result of this section. 
LEMMA 3.1. Any ~olution (x(n), y(~) of (1.1) a~d (1.2) i~ positive ~d ultimately bounded, i.e., 
l imsupx (n) <_ B1 and l imsupy (n) _< B2, 
Tt--+ OO n--+oo 
where 
BI = max exp { (w + I)-5} 1 , ~exp {(~- + 1)-5- I} , 
[Ela~ Ea~ 
i=1  
B~ = m~ ~ exp {(~ + 1) ~},  -a - - - -  exp {(~ + 1) ~ - 1} , 
j~=leJ E ej 
= j=l 
T ~ max l< i<q Ti~ and s = maxl<j<_m sj. 
PROOF. Clearly, x(n) > 0 and y(n) > 0 for n _> 0. We first show that x(n) < B1. 
(i) THE CASE rl _ 1/e. We claim that for any sufficiently small 5 > 0 there exists a large No > 0 
such that 
5 
x(N0)_< q (1+6) .  
E a, 
i= l  
If it is not the case, we have 
x (n) > - -  
a~ 
i=1  
(1 + $), for all large n. 
Hence, from (1.1), we obtain, for all large n, 
x(n+l)<_x(n)exp b(n)- ai(n)x(n-Ti) _<x(n)exp -b--Eaix(n--Ti) 
i=1  i= l  
This implies x(n) --* 0 as n --+ c~ which is a contradiction to x(n) > 1 + 5 for all large n. 
Next, we claim that, for any m > 0 and v > 0, 
-5 




If x(m) <_ (1 + 5)-5/ q ~i=1 ai, then, from (1.1), we have 
x(m+v)  <_ x (m+v-  1) exp{b(n)} < x(m+v-  1) exp{-5} 
-5 
_ x (m) exp {v-5} _< q (1 + 5) exp {vb}. 
i=l 
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Thus, 
x(n) <( l+5)  Texp{( r+ l )b} ,  
a~ 
i=1  
Now, we shall prove that, for all n > No + r + 1, 
forNo < n <_ No + r + l. 
x (n) < (1 + 5) --C--- exp {(T + 1)b}. 
a~ 
i=1  
Otherwise, there exists an N1 _> No + r + 1 such that 
-5 
x (n) < (1 + 5) --g----- exp {(r + 1)-5}, 
i=1  
for Nl > n > No, 
and 
X(Nl+l) >(1+6)-~b exp{(r+l)b}. 
i=1  
By (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
(3.2) 
x(N i - r~)  > (1+5) q , 
i=1  
for i = 1,. . . ,q.  (3.3) 
Then, from (1.1) and (3.3), we have 
{ q } x (N1 + 1) < x (N1) exp b (N1) - E a{ (N1) x (N1 - 7-/) 
i=1  
< x (N1)exp {--5($} < (1 + 5) ~ exp {(r + 1)-5}, 
i=1  
which is a contradiction to (3.2). Therefore, it follows from the arbitrariness of 5 that 
-5 
lira sup x (n) _< q 
n--+oo ~ ai 
i= l  
- -exp  {(T + 1)b} ~ B1. 
(ii) THE CASE rl > 1/e. By (1.1), we have 
x (n - ~-i) _> z (n) exp {-Tib} > z (n) exp {-r-5}, for i = 1, . . . ,  q, (3.4) 
when n is large enough. Then, from (1.1) and (3.4), we have 
{:q x(nq.-1) <x(n)exp -b 1 - i=1 
- -5  exp {--7-5} z (n)] } ,  for large n. (3.5) 
Now, we define a function: g(x) = x exp{-5(1 - ax)}, where a = (-5/Eq=l a~)exp{-rb}. 
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It is easy to see that 
1 
max g (x) = exp {b - 1} 
0<x<oo ~a " 
Then it follows from (3.5) that, for all large n, 
1 
x(n+l )  < exp {Tb} exp {b-  1} = q 
E -~, E a, 
i=1 i=1 
exp {(T + 1)b -  1} _< B1. 
Obviously, lim~-,oo x(n) < B1. By arguments imilar to those above, we can also show that 
lim~__,~ y(n) <_ B2. The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. II 
Now, we give the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. System (1.1) is permanent if 
_b_e-U~ > 0 and a_r_-db>O, (3.6) 
where b_, e_, c, r, a, r, -d, and b axe all defined as those in Notation 1. 
PROOF. Let z(n) = (x(n), y(n)) be any solution of (1.1) and (1.2). Construct wo sequen_ces Vl(n) 
and V2(n) as follows: 
and 
1/1 (n) = Ix (n)] -r [y (n)] ->ub 
x exp -r_g E x (p) - r_~ E y (P) + r_~ y (p) 
i=1 p=n--~'~ j= l  p=n--£j j= l  p=n--sj 
v2 (,~) = Ix (n)]-~-~ [y (n)] ~- 
} xexp -bE E y (p) -  E x(p)+_bd x(p) , 
~, j= l  p=n--sj i=1 p=n-k~ i=1 p=n--'rl 
where A1 = _r~/_b e and A2 = b-dr a. 
n--1 For the sake of convenience, we shall use the convention Y'~m=n * = 0. 
For any sufficiently small e > 0, let 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
{ ml = exp - rgB1 ~ ~'i - r~B2' gj , 
i=1 j= l  
- -  ! 
M1 =exp rcB2 sj , and 
j= l  
m2 = exp 
M2 = exp 
b-dBl' ~ ki , -b-eB2~ E sj - _ 
j= l  i=1 
/ q ) 
_bdB1/E  7-i , 
I, i=1 
whereBi  ~ B I+e,B  = 2 = B2 + e, B1 and B2 are both defined as those in Lemma 3.1. Then it 
follows from (3.7), (3.8), and Lemma 3.1 there exists a large N > 0 such that, for n > N, 
0 < x(n)  < BI '  and 0 < y(n)  < B ' 2,  




m2 [x (n)] -~2~ [y (n)] b-- < V2 (n) _< M2 [x (n)] -;~2-~ [y (n)] b- . (3.11) 
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By (1.1) and calculating x(n + 1)/x(n) and y(n + 1)/y(n), we have 
and 
x(n) j >-exp b- r - r - -a~x(n- r i ) - r -~EY(n - l~)  
i=1 j= l  
y (n + 1)] -.xl_b > exp -Alb_-g + Alb_d E x (n - ki) + %lb_e E y (n - si) 
>_ exp -Albff + Albe_~_,y (n -  si) . 
j= l  
From (3.7) and the above, we have 
Similarly, we have 
y~ (n + 1) 
V1 (n) 
> exp {br - Alb_-~ - r_'gqx (n)}. 
v2 (n+ 1) 
V2 (n) ~ exp {_br - A2br - b_~my (n)}. 
Then, by (3.6), we have 
br  - ;hb~ = r (be  - e~)  > 0. 
£ 
So, we can select a sufficiently small e > 0 such that 
br -  A lh r -  (; > O. 
Then,  we  have 
V1 (n + 1) >_ V1 (n) exp {e}, 
Similarly, we have 
b_r_ - Albff - 
for 0 < x (n) <_ =: hi. (3.12) 
_rgq 
V2 (n + 1) >_ I72 (n) exp {e}, 
br  -- A2br - 
for 0 < y (n) _< =: h2. (3.13) 
b_-gm 
Now, we define a region D as follows: define two curves L1 and L2 by 
L I :  xr-y -:~lb = m--k (ulhl)  ~ (B2') -~lk 
M1 
and 
L2 : x -A2r -y  b = m2 -~ (BI') -~=~- (~h2)~- 
where Ul = exp{b - q-gBl' - m-dB2'} and u2 = exp{r__- q-dBl' - m-gB2'}. 
Obviously, L1 and L2 intersect at a unique point in 0]R~. Let D denote the region enclosed by 
L1,L2, x = BI', and y -- B2'. 
In what follows, we shall prove that z(n) eventually enters and remains in D. First, we show 
that z(n) eventually lies above the curve L2. Let N' > N + 1. The proof will be divided into two 
steps. 
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STEP 1. We claim that there exists an nl :> N'  such that y(nl) >_ h2. Otherwise, from (3.13), 
we have V2(n) -+ cv as n --~ ~.  On the other hand, from (3.9) and (1.1), we have 
x (n) --* 0, as n --~ c~. (3.14) 
Then, by (3.12), we have Vl(n) -~ ec as n --* cx~. By (3.9) and (3.10), we have y(n) -~ 0 as 
n --* ce. Then, by (1.1), we have x(n + 1) > x(n)exp{b/2} when n is large enough. Thus, 
x(n) -~ cc as n -* c~. This contradicts (3.14). 
STEP 2. We claim that for any p > N', z(p + 1) lies above the curve L2 and if y(p) > h2, then 
Ix (p + 1)] -)'2r- [y (p -+- 1)] h > (BI') -~x2_~ (u2h2)b_" (3.15) 
In fact, if y(p) > h2, from (1.1) and (3.9), we have 
y(p+l )>h2exp ~- -d~_z(n -k i ) - -g  y (n -s j )  
i=l '= 
_> h2 exp {r__ - q-dB11 - mgB2'} = u2h2. 
Then, from (3.9), we know that (3.15) holds, which shows that z(p + 1) lies above the curve L2. 
From Step 1, there exists an nl >_ N' such that y(nl) > h2. We shall show that z(n) lies above 
the curve L2 for all n _> nl. Otherwise, from Step 2, there exists an na _> nl + 1 such that z(n) 
lies above the curve L2 for na _> n _> nl and z(n3 + 1) lies below the curve L2, i.e., 
[z (na + 1)] -32-~ [y (n3 + 1)] b- < m~ (BI')-~2_~ (u2h2)b_. (3.16) 
Then we can see from Step 2 that there exists an n2 : n3 > n2 > nl such that, for n3 >__ n 2 n2, 
y (n) < h2 (3.17) 
and 
[x (n2)] -a2-r [y (n2)] b > (Bl')-a2r- (u2h2)h. (3.18) 
Hence, we have, from (3.11), (3.13), (3.17), and (3.18), that 
Ix (n3 + 1)] -~2r- [y (n3 + 1)] b- :> V2 (n3 + 1) V2 (n3) >. . .  > V2 (n2) 
m2 
> ~m2 [x (n2)] -A2-r [y (n2)] -b --> M22 (Bl')-x2-r ,(u2n2)_,, ,b 
which is a contradiction to (3.16). Therefore, z(n) lies above the curve L2 for all n _> nl. 
Similarly, we can prove that there exists an na _> N t such that z(n) lies in the right side of the 
curve L1 for all n > n4. Consequently, z(n) eventually enters and remains in the region D. The 
proof is complete. | 
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